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MODULAR & APP-BASED PLATFORM
Intelligent Nudges

Omnichannel

o

Onboarding & Engagement

o

Core banking, Custodian, 3rd
party integration

o

Digital execution

Hyper-personal nudges

o

A.I. persona
segmentation

o

Personalised Comms

Content & Analytics

Front End
o

o

Artificial

o

Digital Content & Marketing

o

Employer, Employee, Provider

Financial

o

Cloud based Analytics & custom
dashboards

IntelligenceTM

o

Custom Queries & Reporting

Conversational A.I.

Account Aggregation
o

Open Banking

o

NLU brain

o

Open Retirement

o

Bot Framework

o

Open Savings

o

Canvas Web Interface

Financial Engine APIs

o

MC scenario simulations

o

Risk & Suitability profiling

o

Outcome based Goal based investing
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AI-Powered Digital Saving & Retirement solutions
Value Proposition

Modularity, configurability
Modules, RestAPIs, design & own your UX/UI
Artificial Intelligence technology
Data-driven Intelligent Nudges, Conversational A.I.

✓ Engage, Educate & Empower your
customers and advisors

Consolidation, transfers, Account aggregation
360° holistic view across all providers, APIs

✓ Scale your advice capabilities

Accumulation & Decumulation
Scale guidance and advice for personal banking, short term
saving goals, guided retirement journeys (across pillars,
saving & health)

✓ Personalized engagement and retention
campaigns

Backend & Core-platforms integration
Successful integration on multiple legacy platforms, build
end-to-end digital execution capabilities

✓ Increase sales uplift, reduce customer
churn, increase your NPS
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One-in-all platform for your digital transformation journey
GLOBAL PRODUCT MARKET FIT
PLATFORM TO COVER MULTIPLE COUNTRIES

Retirement: accumulation, decumulation, personal retirement, workplace retirement, insurance, health, saving
Saving: short-term, medium term saving accounts, goal based investing, from retail to private bank customers
Banking: retail banking, neo-digital bank

INDUSTRY EXPERTISE

PROVEN TRACK-RECORD

CUSTOM SaaS SOLUTIONS

ADVANCED A.I TECHNOLOGY

Team: experts in A.I. and digitisation, deep knowledge of the saving and wealth industry
Institutional Clients: Tier 1 & Tier 2 institutions, retirement, record keepers, insurance, wealth, advisors
Global footprint: UK, EU, US, Asia

Modularity: large library of modules and Rest APIs

Configurability: create and own your proprietary design, customer journeys, applications.
Proprietary technology: Natural Language Processing with deep domain knowledge & broad-based intent coverage,
AI-powered Intelligent Nudges, Data aggregation
CLOUD Solution: “fully hosted” on Microsoft Azure Cloud, ABAKA is a Microsoft ISV Gold Partner

BACK-END INTEGRATION
SECURED ENVIRONMENT

Integration: on premise, APIs, file exchange or hybrid
Cybersecurity: highest level of data encryption at any time
Data Privacy: ABAKA’s platform fully compliant with Europe’s GDPR regulation, as well as local Data Privacy

regulations in the US and Asia.
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OUR CLIENTS &
PARTNERS LOVE IT

“In my view ABAKA has cracked the go-to-market challenge
most of the Robo’s out there have. Focusing on pensions, the
proposition is very compelling.”

“We like the platform and there is a good fit with what we are looking
at doing for our 3 million members. Ava is impressive, engaging and
very much in line with what customers have come to expect from a
customer experience perspective, and allows us to create a financial
wellbeing perspective.”

“We were impressed by the quality of the product, the
flexibility and scalability of the software architecture, and the
number of employees already benefiting from the platform.
The white label and B2B channels for delivery fit well with our
ambition to add value to our partnerships.”
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Contact us:
kevin@abaka.me
Business Development & Partnerships
T: 111 111 111
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Disclaimer
ABAKA is a registered trade mark of ABAKA Holdings Ltd. ABAKA Holdings Ltd is an Appointed Representative of RiskSave Technologies LImited, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority,
registration number 775330.
ABAKA Holdings Ltd is registered in England and Wales, Company no 09943429, with a registered office 111 Buckingham Palace Road, London, SW1W 0SR, United Kingdom

Copyright © 2020 ABAKA Holdings Ltd
This Document has been made available to speciﬁed interested parties (“recipients”) for information purposes only. The Document must not be copied, reproduced, distributed, discussed, communicated or passed to others, in
whole or in part, at any time without the prior consent of Fahd Rachidy (“FR”). By accepting the Document, the recipient has agreed, upon request, to return or destroy forthwith all material received from FR or FR’s associates
(together “ABAKA” or the “Company”) (including, without limitation, the Document) without retaining any copies thereof or any notes, analyses or information relating thereto (save to the extent that the recipient is required to
retain the same by applicable law or to satisfy the rules or regulations of a regulatory body or stock exchange to which the recipient is subject). No failure or delay in exercising any rights in respect of such material will
constitute a waiver of such rights. The information in this Document, which does not purport to be comprehensive, reﬂects our judgment on the date of publication and is subject to change without notice. Neither FR nor
ABAKA undertake any obligation to update such information.
The information herein has been obtained from, and any opinions herein are based upon, sources believed reliable, but neither FR nor ABAKA represent that it is accurate or complete and it should not be relied upon as such. In
particular, no representation, warranty or undertaking is given as to the achievement or reasonableness of any future projections, management estimates, prospects or returns. Each recipient of the Document must make their
own independent assessment of the information contained herein after making such investigation as such recipient may deem necessary in order to determine whether to proceed with any transaction. No information set out
or referred to in this Document shall form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any contract or commitment whatsoever.
Any recipients of this Document in jurisdictions outside the UK should inform themselves about and observe any applicable legal requirements. By receipt of this Document, recipients represent that they are able to receive this
document without contravention of any unfulﬁlled registration requirements or other legal restrictions in the jurisdiction in which they reside or conduct business. This Document does not constitute an oﬀer to sell or an
invitation to purchase securities in the Company in any jurisdiction.
This Document is being made available only to persons who: (i) are persons falling within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) (“high net worth companies, unincorporated associations etc.”) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (as amended) (the “Financial Promotion Order”); or (ii) corporates or (iii) have professional experience in matters relating to investments, falling within Article 19(5) of the Financial Promotion
Order or to whom it may otherwise lawfully be communicated in accordance with the Financial Promotion Order (all such persons together being referred to as “Interested Parties”). This Document is being made available only
to such Interested Parties who have expressed an interest in submitting proposals to invest in or partner with or enter into a service agreement with ABAKA and is intended for the sole use by such Interested Parties only. This
Document must not be distributed to, acted on or relied on by, persons who are not Interested Parties.
This Document contains forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements are based on current expectations, estimates and projections about the industry and markets in which ABAKA operates and will operate.
Words such as “expect”, “anticipate”, “should”, “believe” and variations of such words and similar expressions are intended to identify such forward-looking statements. These statements are not guarantees of future
performance and involve certain risks, uncertainties and assumptions that are diﬃcult to predict.
This Document is not distributed, and is not intended to be distributed, to the public and it has not been ﬁled, registered or approved in any jurisdiction by any securities supervisory authority.
Any matter, claim or dispute arising out of or in connection with this Document, whether contractual or non-contractual, is to be governed and determined in accordance with English law and each recipient of this Document
agrees, by accepting this Document, that the courts of England are to have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any dispute arising out of or in connection with this Document.
By accepting this Document, the recipient agrees to be bound by the foregoing limitations.

www.abaka.me
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